10 Most Asked Question
1) Is Timbakote a stain?
Timbakote® is a semi-transparent film form stain
2) How long has Timbakote been available?
Timbakote was developed in 1999 and has been independently tested by Forest
Research and extensively tested and available over the past 10 years.
Timbakote® has been used as an application on approx 2640 houses over this period.
3) What guarantees does Timbakote have?
Depending on the coating system 2-10 years Durability.
4) How many coats do you need to apply?
Timbakote is a 3 coat system with an additional coat required for highly exposed aspects e.g. North
& West walls.
5) How long will Timbakote last?
Provided application and specifications are followed Timbakote is expected to last 2 to 10
years depending on which coating system is used.
Highly exposed aspects may require an additional coat prior to this time frame.
It’s all about film build; if film build is up to the required level you will increase the coatings
durability.
6) What is the comparative cost of Timbakote?
Timbakote is approximately twice the price of stain but half the cost over 10 years
because of less maintenance.
Timbakote is approximately 30% less expensive then our nearest competitor.
7) Does Timbakote have a sheen level?
Timbakote has a sheen level which will become less through exposure to weathering and
UV.
8) Do you still see the Timber grain?
Yes, Timbakote is semi-transparent.
9) Can Timbakote be coated onto Fibre cement weatherboards & roughcast
concrete?
Yes by using the Timbakote Rustic Coating system.
10) Which Timbakote Coating System should I use?
In general:
Timbakote Timber Finish for all exterior timber. (5 year maintained durability)
Timbakote Rustic Timber Finish for all exterior rough sawn timber, Fibre cement
weatherboards and roughcast concrete. (10 year maintained durability)
Timbakote Waterproof Stain for all exterior timber surfaces were an economical water
based stain is required. (Re-apply at least every 2 years)
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